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UK Referendum Result 

The UK vote for EU exit is shocking and incomprehensible personally to us as well as most of our colleagues and friends in 
London. This is the case when emotions have taken over common sense. As we wrote to our clients before the referendum we 
believed that we were facing a binary outcome with respect to market reaction – expecting a relief rally on Remain, and a 
plunge down on Exit – and we were positioning the funds to work regardless of the outcome with defensive stock selection with 
preference for quality high-ROIC names, underweight UK, some index puts, yet fully invested. This defensive positioning is 
helping us now and all our funds are moderately outperforming on a relative basis, however this is a Pyrrhic victory, we would 
have rather seen a different referendum outcome!  
    

Defensive profile and low volatility  

We run some of the most defensive funds at Mirabaud, and our volatility are at the lower end of all equity markets bordering 
volatility of fixed income: 
 Volatility of the global equity high income fund is 9.8% vs ACWI 11.9% 
 US fund 11.4% vs 11.5% S&P 
 Focus fund 11.8% vs ACWI 11.9% 
 
 

US Exposure Fund US exposure % Index US exposure % 

Mirabaud Global High Income 56% 53% 

Mirabaud Global Focus 67% 53% 

Mirabaud US Equities 100% 100% 

We are overweight US in the global funds.  

US remains the strongest economy and the US stock market outperforms all other developed markets (flat in USD ytd). 
We expect US equities to continue to outperform the rest of the world as they have all year because the US market is 
traditionally more defensive.   

Sources: Mirabaud asset management as per 17.06.2016   

Sources: Mirabaud asset management , Bloomberg as per 27.06.2016   



Little impact from the UK.  

The US economy continues to expand and growth of around 2% will be little affected by the UK’s decision to leave the EU. US 
trade exposure to the UK accounted for under 4% of US exports in 2015, which is approximately 0.4% of GDP. US stock market 
exposure is also surprisingly small, with aggregate revenue exposure of the S&P 500 to the UK at just 2.9%.   
Likewise in our funds we have very little direct exposure to the UK: 

UK Exposure Fund UK exposure % Index UK exposure % 

Mirabaud Global High Income 3.7% 5.7% 

Mirabaud Global Focus 3.5% 5.7% 

Mirabaud US Equities 0% 0% 

Outperform local markets in GBP and EUR. 

As a result we have a large proportion of USD exposure, as the funds are unhedged. USD currency is also a defensive trade. 
Given the large proportion of USD exposure, our local currency funds significantly outperform local indices in those currencies.  
For example on Friday our estimated performance was: 

Invest in high quality and structural growth themes. 

Across all the funds we invest in high quality names as expressed by high ROIC and high operating margin. We follow Castle, 
Moat and Goldmine philosophy and invest in global leaders. Our funds are focused on structural themes and the portfolio is a 
combination of companies with earnings growth and those with dividend growth. Both attributes will continue to be re-rated as 
global growth expectations and interest rate expectations take another hit. 

Quality measures ROIC (10% average global) Operating margin (17% av.gl.) 

Mirabaud Global High Income 14% 21% 

Mirabaud Global Focus 16% 21% 

Mirabaud US Equities 13% 18% 

Sources: Mirabaud asset management , Bloomberg as per 27.06.2016   

Sources: Mirabaud asset management , Bloomberg as per 27.06.2016   

Sources: Mirabaud asset management , Bloomberg as per 27.06.2016   



Low exposure to commodities and banks.  

Many of the cyclical areas of the market that have driven performance year to date including commodities and will now come 
under pressure as the dollar strengthens. We have no exposure to metals & mining and are benefitting from the change in short 
term trend. 
Financials are the worst performing sector globally, and European banks specifically are under extreme selling pressure since 
the referendum. We have no exposure.   

High conviction investing. 

We remain stock pickers with one of the highest active share at Mirabaud. Our stock selection drives the performance, not macro 
or political developments. We also have some of the highest concentration with 40 names in the income fund and only 25 in each 
Focus and US funds.  

Exposure Metals & Mining European Banks 

Mirabaud Global High Income 0% 0% 

Mirabaud Global Focus 0% 0% 

Mirabaud US Equities 0% 0% 

Conviction Active share (100% max) Positions 

Mirabaud Global High Income 92% 40 

Mirabaud Global Focus 96% 25 

Mirabaud US Equities 90% 25 

This is undoubtedly the time to be buying and topping up on our funds. 

This document contains information or may incorporate by reference data concerning certain collective investment schemes (hereinafter 
"funds") which are only available for distribution in the countries where they have been registered. This document is for the exclusive use of 
the individual to whom it has been given and may not be either copied or transferred to third parties. In addition, this document is not intend-
ed for any person who is a citizen or resident of any jurisdiction where the publication, distribution or use of the information contained herein 
would be subject to any restrictions or limitations. The contents of this document are illustrative only and shall not be construed as an offer or 
a recommendation to subscribe for, retain or dispose of fund units, shares, investment strategies or courses of dealing.  Before investing in 
any fund or pursuing any strategy mentioned in this document, potential investors should consult the latest versions of the legal documents 
pertaining to such funds or underlying financial instruments or indices and in particular the Prospectus and Key Investor Information Docu-
ment (KIID) which describe in greater detail the specific risks related to the funds. Moreover potential investors are recommended to seek 
professional legal and tax advice. The sources of the information contained in this document are deemed reliable by the issuer. However, the 
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this document cannot be guaranteed, and some figures are only estimates.  
Past performance is not indicative or a guarantee of future returns. Fund values can fall as well as rise, and investors may lose the amount 
of their original investment. Performance figures do not take into account subscription and redemption fees and costs. Any values or hold-
ings quoted are relevant only on the day they are issued and investment values and strategies may be revised without notice. This com-
munication may only be circulated to Eligible Counterparties and Professional Investors and should not be circulated to Retail Investors for 
whom it is not suitable.   

  “Mirabaud” and “Mirabaud Asset Management” © are trading styles of Mirabaud Asset Management Limited and associ-
ated Mirabaud Group companies. 

Issued by Mirabaud Asset Management Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under firm refer-
ence number 122140. 
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